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Trumbull Public Schools
Mission
The Trumbull Public School System, in
partnership with the community, strives
to meet the educational needs of all
students within a challenging and
supportive academic environment that
empowers each student to become a
life-long learner and to live and
participate in a democratic, diverse and
global society.

Perspective on the class of 2021…

What changes are on the horizon for
today’s students? Your current
Kindergarteners are the class of 2034.

Robots, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, and Algorithms

These forces were already underway…

What exactly do students need to
be prepared to become a
life-long learner and to live and
participate in a democratic,
diverse and global society?

How Do Skills and Dispositions Diﬀer?

Skills
A matter of cognitive/physical development

Dispositions
A matter of social/emotional development

Standards with clear expectations and a
developmental continuum

Models and examples

Primarily direct instruction with modeling

Primarily modeling with direct instruction

Item assessment, observation and a focus on
feedback for growth.

Reﬂections, feedback, and a focus on
self-regulation and metacognition.

Resistant to contextual impacts

Vulnerable to contextual impacts

Diﬀerent Tools for Assessment

Dispositions

Skills

Steps in The Process of Building our V.O.G.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TPS Recruited for the Committee & Established Timeline
Provided Time to build Background Knowledge & Review
Resources (2/9/22)
Reviewed the Community Input through Thought
Exchange (3/16/22)
Brainstormed Skills (3/16/22)
Brainstormed Dispositions ( 3/16/22 )
Skills Voting Results ( 3/16/22 )
Dispositions Voting Results (3/16/22 )
Brainstormed First Drafts of Indicators and Examples ( 3/25/22 )
Rubric Drafts (3/31/22 )
Implementation Ideas (2022-23)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Marc Guarino & Todd Manuel- THS Admin
Cathy Hilser- THS Guidance
Katie Laird- THS Mathematics
Christina Rusate- THS Business, Family &
Consumer Sciences, & Technology Education
Andrea Kremzar- THS History
Jami Brown- THS Academic Intervention
Jessica Spillane- THS English Dept
Jen Wolyniec- THS Special Education
Bryan Rickert- Middle School Admin
Emma Balter- Middle School ELA
Leigh Gabriel- Middle School ELA
Nicole Sherrick- Middle School Math
Dawn Formanek- Middle School Math

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Michaela Durand- Middle School Technology Rep
Greg Petit- Middle School Teacher Rep
Jen Neumeyer- Elementary Admin
Liz Doherty- Elementary Science Rep
Jenell Cunningham- Elementary Technology Rep
Terry Buckingham- Elementary ELA Rep
Mary Santilli- Elementary Mathematics Rep
Mike McGrath- District Uniﬁed Arts Rep
Erin Rooney, Parent Representative
Emilio Annunziato, Parent Representative
Sue Iwanicki, Committee Chair
Marty Semmel, Superintendent

Being involved in
The Vision of the Graduate Committee…
●
●
●
●

Marc Guarino, THS Principal
Mary Santilli, District K-5 Math Program Leader
Erin Rooney, Middle School Teacher & Parent Representative
Emilio Annunziato, Parent Representative
Committed to Excellence

The Brainstorming Selection Process- Skills

The Brainstorming Selection Process- Skills

The Brainstorming Selection Process- Dispositions

The Brainstorming Selection Process- Dispositions

The Brainstorming Deﬁnition Process- Skills
Critical Thinking:
A person who has mastered this skill demonstrates the
ability to (draft indicators of obtainment):
• Reason
abstractly and quantitatively
Final
List

Add/Enhance/Delete indicators of obtainment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think about and include different perspectives
Evaluate the source
Assess the reasonableness of a conjecture/conclusion
Delete-apply
Being open minded
Willing to learn
Strong cognitive/meta-cognitive skills
Consider/appreciate the ideas of others

• Identify the problem/question or issue
• • Understand
andprocess
identify a problem, question or issue
Analyze and
(demonstrate
understanding
• Synthesize key informationof facts and ideas by
comparing, translating, interpreting, giving
• organizing,
Interpret information/data
and stating main ideas)
• descriptions,
Draws conclusion
• • Synthesize
information
(take
information from multiple Final/Priority Indicators of Obtainment:
Applies appropriate
prior
knowledge
and combine together to form a
• sources
Communicate
• Identify the problem/question or issue
• plan/idea/strategy)
Understand links between ideas
• • Analyze
(Examine and break information into parts by
• Contextualize (fit in with analyze rubric)
Conceptualize
motives or causes- make inferences and find • Analyze and process
• identifying
Contextualize
support generalizations)
• Synthesize key information
• evidence
Evaluatetoideas
• Reason abstractly and quantitatively
•
Draw
inferences
• Evaluate (Present and defend opinions by making
• Identify and synthesize multiple perspectives (fit in with
judgments about information, validity of ideas, or
synthesize rubric)
quality of work based on a set of criteria)

The Brainstorming Deﬁnition Process- Dispositions
Emotional Intelligence:
Dispositionmultiple
Draft Definition:
Recognizing
perspectives: Although Johnny initially disagreed with Susie’s opinion of the book,
he was
able to
understand
andability
respect
why she feltuse,
thatand
waymanage
after listening
to emotions
her reasons.
Emotional
intelligence
is the
to understand,
your own
in positive ways to
Social
awareness
of self andeffectively,
others: When
Emma
made
the overcome
basketballchallenges
team andand
Leedefuse
did not,
Emma was
relieve
stress, communicate
empathize
with
others,
conflict.
aware that Lee was very disappointed and so Emma chose not to celebrate while Lee was around.
Add/Enhance/Delete
Definition:
Awareness,
Empathy,
Decision
Makings
Resolving
Conflict: When
Belinda Self
sawawareness,
that CarlosSocial
and Ann
were arguing
over
the group
project, Belinda
spoke to them both calmly and helped them to decide how to divide the group work.
A person who respect,
demonstrates
this disposition
can bebehaviors:
seen (examples
of behavior
in thesaw
context
school):
Demonstrating
kindness,
and inclusive
When
Mohammed
Sallyofsitting
alone in
the •cafeteria,
he
invited
her
to
join
him
and
his
friends.
Recognizing multiple perspectives
Identifying
then
acknowledging
• Thinking
about
how others feeltheir own emotional state and use targeted skills to cope: When Jose
failed
the
test,
he
acknowledged
that he did not study and told the teacher he was upset with his grade and
• Self-regulating behaviors
asked
to
take
a
walk
instead
of
ripping
hisemotional
paper. state and use targeted skills to cope
• Identifying then acknowledging theirup
own
Motivate
self
and
others:
Although
Danny
was
frustrated with the behaviors of the students around him, he
• Resolving conflicts
maintained
his
focus
and
encouraged
his
peers
to
pay attention.
• Demonstrating respect, kindness and inclusive behaviors
• Read body language, facial expressions and gestures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social awareness of self and others
Promoting inclusive behaviors
Taking responsibility for one’s actions and decisions
Demonstrates self-care
Motivating self and others
Demonstrate strong and effective decision making skills
Good communicator
Open-minded/ adaptive

What did our committee think of this process?

TPS Vision of a Graduate
Critical Thinking & Problem Solving

Innovation
The ability to look at something familiar and see
new possibilities, which leads to curiosity about
new learning and the desire to create something
original or imaginative.

The ability to use knowledge, facts, and
data to effectively solve problems.

Growth Mindset

Communication

The belief that one that can
improve their intelligence or skills
through continued hard work and
adapt when faced with challenges.

The ability to understand others
and be understood for a variety of
reasons and purposes.

Emotional Intelligence

Collaboration

The aptitude for identifying how and
why a person is feeling the way they are
and how to regulate and address those
emotions.

The qualities and competencies we
use to collectively make progress
toward common goals or outcomes.

Integrity

Self-Efficacy

The act of consistently doing the
right thing even when it's hard
or no one is looking.

The belief that you are capable of
successfully performing a task or
managing a situation.

Indicator of Attainment

Beginning

Progressing

Meets

Drafting the Rubrics- K-12

Grades
9-12

Exceeds

Misinterprets key
concepts and has not
demonstrated the
ability to access
concepts from multiple
perspectives.

Exhibits a limited
understanding of key
concepts and has
difficulty accessing
concepts from
multiple perspectives.

Exhibits a general
understanding of key
concepts and can
sometimes access
those concepts from
multiple perspectives.

Exhibits a thorough and
accurate understanding of
key concepts and can
access those concepts from
multiple perspectives.

Shows no evidence of
a plan, model, or
strategy to solve a
problem

Shows limited
evidence of a plan,
model or strategy to
solve a problem

Shows a plan, model
or strategy to solve a
problem

Shows innovative and
creative thinking to solve a
problem.

Unable to question
and analyze
numerical, written, or
visual data and identify
Questions and analyzes
relevant information related related evidence.
to the situation or problem

Difficulty questioning
and analyzing
numerical, written, or
visual data and
identifying related
evidence.

Adequately questions
and analyzes
numerical, written, or
visual data and
selects the relevant
evidence.

Questions and analyzes
numerical, written, or visual
data and selects the most
relevant and impactful
evidence. Describes why
different approaches to a
problem or situation could
yield the same or similar
results

Solution is
inadequately
Draws evidence-based
supported by
conclusions, reflects on the
evidence, inaccurate
solution and makes
analysis of data and
adjustments as needed
relevant information

Solution is supported
with some evidence,
limited analysis of
data and relevant
information

Solution is accurately
supported by
evidence the student
draws/ demonstrates
generally accurate
conclusions based on
appropriate evidence.

Shows extensive, thoughtful
and reflective thinking on
how a problem is solved
and makes adjustments as
needed. Solution is
thorough accurate, and
evidence-based

Understand and identify a
problem, question or issue

DRAFT
Critical
Thinking
/Problem
Solving

Draft 2022

Plan, apply systematic
thinking and selects
strategies

Indicator of Attainment

Beginning

Progressing

Meets

Exceeds

Misinterprets key
Exhibits a limited
Exhibits a general
Exhibits an accurate and
Indicator of
Attainment
Meets understanding of Exceeds
concepts
and has not Beginning
understanding of key Progressing
understanding of key thorough
demonstrated the
concepts and has
concepts and can
key concepts and can
Misinterprets key
Exhibits a limited
Exhibits a general
Exhibits a thorough and
Understand and identify a
ability to access
difficulty accessing
sometimes access
access those concepts
concepts and has not understanding of key understanding of key accurate understanding
problem, question or issue
concepts from multiple concepts from
those concepts from from multiple perspectives.
demonstrated the
concepts and has
concepts and can
key concepts and can
Understandperspectives
and identify a
multiple perspectives multiple perspectives
ability to access
difficulty accessing
sometimes access
access those concepts
problem, question or issue
concepts from multiple concepts from
those concepts from multiple perspectives.
perspectives.
multiple
perspectives.
perspectives.
Shows no evidence
of Shows limited
Shows
a plan or multiple
Shows
innovative and/or
a plan, model or
evidence of a plan,
model which creates creative thinking to create a
Plan, apply systematic
strategy to solve aShowsmodel
or strategy
to anlimited
approach to solve
or model
a innovative and
no evidence
of Shows
Showsplan
a plan,
modelto solve
Shows
thinking and selects
Plan, apply systematic
a problem
a problem
problem
a plan,solve
model,
or
evidence
of a plan,
or strategy
to solve a creative thinking to solv
strategies
Critical thinking andproblem
selects
strategy to solve a
model or strategy to problem
problem.
Thinking/ strategies
problem
solve a problem

Drafting the Rubrics- K-12

Critical
Thinking
/Problem
Solving Problem
Grades Questions
Solving
and analyzes

6-8

Unable to questionUnableLimited
ability to Difficulty
Adequately
questions
Questions
and analyzes
to question
questioning
Adequately
questions
Questions and analyzes
and analyze
question and analyze
and analyzes
numerical, written,numerical,
or visual written, or vi
and analyze
and analyzing
and analyzes
numerical, written,numerical,
or numerical,
or numerical,
written,
or data and
selects
most
written,written,
or numerical,
written,
or numerical,
written,
or the
data
and selects the mo
Questions and
analyzes
relevant information
visual data and visual data
visualand
data,
and visualvisual
data and visual relevant
identify
data and
data andand impactful
relevant and impactful
relevant
information
related to the situation or
identify related relatedidentify
related identifying
selects
the relevant
evidence.
evidence.
related
selects
the relevant
evidence. Describes wh
related to the
situation or
problem
evidence
evidence
evidence
evidence.
evidence.
different approaches to
problem
problem or situation cou
yield the same or simila
Solution is
Solution is supported The solution shows
Solution is thorough,
results
inadequately
with some evidence accurate conclusions accurate, and
Draws evidence-based
Solution is
Solution is supported Solution is accurately Shows extensive, thoug
supported by evidence and limited analysis
based on appropriate evidence-based using
conclusions, reflects on
inadequately
with some evidence, supported by
and reflective thinking o
Draws evidence-based
evidence and analysis evidence that shows
the solution and makes
supported by
limited analysis of
evidence the student how a problem is solved
conclusions, reflects on
extensive understanding
adjustments as needed
evidence, inaccurate
data and relevant
draws/ demonstrates and makes adjustments
the solution and makes
analysis of data and
information
generally accurate
needed. Solution is
adjustments as needed
relevant information
conclusions based on thorough accurate, and
appropriate evidence. evidence-based

Grades
9-12

Indicator
of
Attainment
Indicator
Indicatorof
ofAttainment
Attainment

Beginning
Beginning
Beginning

Progressing
Progressing
Progressing

Meets
Meets
Meets

Exceeds
Exceeds
Exceeds

Misinterprets
Exhibits
Misinterpretskey
key
Exhibitsaaalimited
limited
Misinterprets
key
Exhibits
limited
concepts
conceptsand
andhas
hasnot
not understanding
understandingof
key
concepts
and
has
not
understanding
ofofkey
key
demonstrated
concepts
demonstratedthe
the
conceptsand
andhas
has
demonstrated
the
concepts
and
has
ability
difficulty
abilityto
access
difficultyaccessing
accessing
ability
totoaccess
access
difficulty
accessing
concepts
conceptsfrom
frommultiple
multiple concepts
conceptsfrom
from
concepts
from
multiple
concepts
from
perspectives
multiple
perspectives.
multipleperspectives
perspectives.
multiple
perspectives.
perspectives.

Exhibits
Exhibits
accurate
and
Exhibitsaaageneral
general
Exhibitsan
thoroughand
and
Exhibits
general
Exhibits
aathorough
understanding
understandingof
key thorough
accurateunderstanding
understandingof
understanding
ofofkey
key
accurate
understanding
ofof
concepts
key
conceptsand
andcan
can
keyconcepts
conceptsand
andcan
can
concepts
and
can
key
concepts
and
can
sometimes
access
sometimesaccess
access
accessthose
thoseconcepts
conceptsfrom
sometimes
access
access
those
concepts
those
perspectives.
thoseconcepts
conceptsfrom
from from
frommultiple
multiple
perspectives.
those
concepts
from
multiple
perspectives.
multiple
multipleperspectives
perspectives.
multiple
perspectives.

Shows
Shows
no
evidence
ofof
Showsno
noevidence
evidenceof
aaaplan,
ororor
plan,
model,
plan,model
model,
strategy
strategy
totosolve
solve
strategyto
solveaaa
problem
problem
problem

Shows
Shows
limited
Showslimited
limited
evidence
evidence
ofofaaaplan,
plan,
evidenceof
plan,
model
model
ororstrategy
strategy
toto
modelor
strategyto
solve
a
problem
solve
solveaaproblem
problem

Shows
Shows
plan,
Showsaaaplan
planormodel
or
model
which
ormodel
strategy
tocreates
solve
a
which
creates
an
problem
anapproach
approachtotosolve
solve
a aproblem
problem

Unable to question
and analyze
Unable
numerical,
written,
Unabletotoquestion
questionor
and
visual
data and identify
andanalyze
analyze
numerical,
written,
related
evidence.
numerical,
written,oror
visual
visualdata
dataand
and
identify
identifyrelated
related
evidence
evidence.

Difficulty questioning Adequately questions
and analyzing
and analyzes
Limited
toto or Adequately
questions
numerical,
written,
numerical,
written,
or
Limitedability
ability
Adequately
questions
question
and
analyze
visual
data
and
visual
data and
question
and
analyze and
andanalyzes
analyzes
numerical,
identifying
related
selects
thewritten,
relevant
numerical,written,
written,oror numerical,
numerical,
written,oror
visual
visual
evidence.
evidence.
visualdata,
data,and
and
visualdata
dataand
and
identify
selects
identifyrelated
related
selectsthe
therelevant
relevant
evidence
evidence
evidence.
evidence to complete

Drafting the Rubrics- K-12

Understand
Understandand
andidentify
identifyaa
problem,
problem,question
questionor
orissue
issue

Plan, apply systematic

Critical
systematic
thinking
and
selects
Plan,apply
apply
systematic
Critical Plan,
Critical
thinking
strategies
Thinking/
thinkingand
andselects
selects
Thinking/ strategies
Thinking
strategies
Problem
Problem
/Problem
Solving
Solving
Solving

Questions and analyzes
Grades
Grades
relevant information
Grades Questions
Questionsand
andanalyzes
analyzes
related to
the situation or
9-12
relevant
relevantinformation
information
6-8
K-5 related
problem
to the situation or

related to the situation or
problem
problem

Draws evidence-based
Draws
Drawsevidence-based
evidence-based
conclusions,
reflects on
conclusions,
on
conclusions,
reflects
on
the
solution reflects
and
makes
the
solution
and
the
solution
and
makes
adjustments as makes
needed
adjustments
adjustmentsas
asneeded
needed

the task.
Solution is
Solution is supported Solution is accurately
Solution
Solution
isissupported
Solutionisis
Solution
supported The
Thesolution
solution
shows
inadequately
with
some
evidence,
supported
byshows
inadequately
with
evidence
accurate
inadequately
withsome
limited
evidence
accurateconclusions
conclusions
supported
by
limited
analysis
of
evidence
the
student
supported
bybyevidence
analysis
supportedinaccurate
evidence and
andlimited
limited
analysis based
basedon
onappropriate
appropriate
evidence,
data
and
relevant
draws/
demonstrates
evidence
evidenceand
andanalysis
analysis of data and
information
generally
accurate
analysis. based on
relevant information
conclusions
appropriate evidence.

Shows
Shows
innovative
and
Showsinnovative
innovativeand/or
creative
thinking
creative
thinking to
to create
solve to
aa
and/or creative
thinking
plan
or model
a to
problem.
create
a plantoorsolve
model
problem
solve a problem.
Questions and analyzes
numerical, written, or visual
Questions
and
data
and selects
the most
Questions
andanalyzes
analyzes
numerical,
written,
ororvisual
relevant
and
impactful
numerical,
written,
visual
data
evidence.
Describes
why
dataand
andselects
selectsthe
themost
most
relevant
different
approaches
to a
relevantand
andimpactful
impactful
evidence.
problem
or situation could
evidence.
yield the same or similar
results
Shows extensive, thoughtful
Solution
isisthorough,
Solution
thorough,
and
reflective
thinking on
accurate,
and
accurate,
and is solved
how
a problem
evidence-based
using
evidence-based
using as
and
makes adjustments
evidence
that
evidence
thatshows
shows
needed.
Solution
is
extensive
understanding
extensiveaccurate,
understanding.
thorough
and
evidence-based

What did our committee think of the draft rubrics?

What does this look like for our dispositions?
PORTRAIT OF A GRADUATE-

Definition: Innovation is the ability to look at something familiar and see new possibilities,
which leads to curiosity about new learning and the desire to create something original or imaginative
Behavioral Examples GRADES 9-12:
A secondary school student may demonstrate innovation/creativity/curiosity by…
Reflective
Opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Giving a presentation that has a high degree of creativity.
Trying a unique, different method to solve a problem instead of the one shown by the teacher
Incorporating new technology, such as creating a podcast, to enhance their final project in class.
Independently researching a topic from class that was of particular interest
Expressing excitement about the opportunity to do/try something new
Suggests a new and different approach to the assignment, such as creating a song instead of writing an
open ended response
Demonstrating eagerness to take learning beyond the classroom, like researching your own family
history after learning about ancestry
Asking questions to intellectually challenge teachers and peers
Designing or improving new processes or approaches
Generating ideas for how to approach the group project
Feedback to Students
Goals (growth areas) for Future Learning

Areas of
Growth

What does this look like for our dispositions?
PORTRAIT OF A GRADUATE-

Definition: Innovation is the ability to look at something familiar and see new possibilities,
which leads to curiosity about new learning and the desire to create something original or imaginative
Behavioral Examples
Examples GRADES
GRADES 9-12:
6-8:
Behavioral
A secondary
middle school
student
may
demonstrate
innovation/creativity/curiosity
by…
A
school
student
may
demonstrate
innovation/creativity/curiosity
by…
Reflective
Reflective
Opportunities
Opportunities

• Giving a presentation that has a high degree of creativity.
Areasof
of
•• Giving
that has
a hightodegree
creativity.
Tryinga apresentation
unique, different
method
solve of
a problem
instead of the one shown by the teacher
Areas
Growth
•• Trying
a unique,new
different
methodsuch
to solve
a problem
insteadtoofenhance
the one his/her/their
shown by thefinal
teacher
Growth
Incorporating
technology,
as creating
a podcast,
project in
• Incorporating
new technology, such as creating a podcast, to enhance their final project in class.
class.
•• Independently
Independentlyresearching
researchinga topic
a topicfrom
fromclass
classthat
thatwas
wasofofparticular
particularinterest
interest
•• Expressing
Expressingexcitement
excitementabout
aboutthe
theopportunity
opportunitytotodo/try
do/trysomething
somethingnew
new
•• Suggests
a new
and and
different
approach
to the
suchsuch
as creating
a song
instead
of writing
an
Suggesting
a new
different
approach
to assignment,
the assignment,
as creating
a song
instead
of writing
open
endedended
response
an open
response
•• Demonstrating
own
family
Demonstratingeagerness
eagernesstototake
takelearning
learningbeyond
beyondthe
theclassroom,
classroom,like
likeresearching
researchingyour
one’s
own
family
history
historyafter
afterlearning
learningabout
aboutancestry
ancestry
•• Asking
Askingquestions
questionstotointellectually
intellectuallychallenge
challengeteachers
teachersand
andpeers
peers
•• Designing
or ideas
improving
newtoprocesses
Generating
for how
approach or
theapproaches
group project
• Generating ideas for how to approach the group project
Feedback to Students
Feedback to Students
Goals (growth
(growth areas)
areas) for
for Future
Future Learning
Learning
Goals

What does this look like for our dispositions?
PORTRAIT OF A GRADUATE-

Definition: Innovation is the ability to look at something familiar and see new possibilities,
which leads to curiosity about new learning and the desire to create something original or imaginative
Behavioral Examples
Examples GRADES
GRADES 9-12:
6-8:
K-5:
Behavioral
A secondary
middle
school
student
may
demonstrate
innovation/creativity/curiosity
by…
elementary
school
student
may
demonstrate
innovation/creativity/curiosity
by…
A
school
student
may
demonstrate
innovation/creativity/curiosity
by…
Reflective
Reflective
Opportunities
Opportunities

• Giving
a presentation
thatwith
has aa high
Completes
learning tasks
high degree
degree of
of creativity.
creativity.
Areasof
of
•• Giving
that has
a hightodegree
creativity.
Tryinga apresentation
unique, different
method
solve of
a problem
instead of the one shown by the teacher
Areas
Growth
•• Trying
a unique,new
different
methodsuch
to solve
a problem
instead
the onetohis/her/their
shown
byhis/her/their
thefinal
teacher
Growth
Incorporating
technology,
as creating
a podcast,
toofenhance
project
in
slide
presentation,
enhance
final
• Incorporating
new technology, such as creating a podcast, to enhance their final project in class.
class.
project in class.
•• Independently
Independentlyresearching
researchinga topic
a topicfrom
fromclass
classthat
thatwas
wasofofparticular
particularinterest
interest
•• Expressing
Expressingexcitement
excitementabout
aboutthe
theopportunity
opportunitytotodo/try
do/trysomething
somethingnew
new
•• Suggests
new
and different
different
approach
to the
the
assignment,
suchsuch
as creating
creating
song
instead
of writing
writing
an
Suggesting
a new
and
different
approach
toassignment,
the assignment,
as creating
a song
instead
of writing
Trying aa new
and
approach
to
such
as
aa song
instead
of
an
open
ended
response
an
open
ended
response
open
ended
response
•• Demonstrating
own
family
Demonstratingeagerness
eagernesstototake
takelearning
learningbeyond
beyondthe
theclassroom,
classroom,like
likeresearching
researchingyour
one’s
own
family
history
historyafter
afterlearning
learningabout
aboutancestry
ancestry
•• Asking
Askingquestions
questionstotointellectually
intellectuallychallenge
challengeteachers
teachersand
andpeers
peers
•• Designing
or ideas
improving
newtoprocesses
Generating
for how
approach or
theapproaches
group project
• Generating ideas for how to approach the group project
Feedback to Students
Feedback to Students
Goals (growth
(growth areas)
areas) for
for Future
Future Learning
Learning
Goals

Jumping to the working process
document…
Trumbull VOG Process and Results

Jonathan P. Costa

A little of what we’re looking forward to the most…

Next Steps in the process…
1. Stress test the rubrics – gather feedback –
and do one last rubric revision.
2. Plan for how the skills and dispositions
can be worked slowly into the curriculum
in a systemic fashion.
3. Begin planning for a system of reporting,
reflection, and feedback to inform
students, families and the community
regarding how well the district is doing in
fulfilling its mission of preparation.

Contact Information
Jonathan P. Costa, Sr.
Assistant Executive Director

EdAdvance
costa@edadvance.org
860-567-0863
(cell) 860-484-9109

